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Trump warns 
Americans of a tough 
two weeks ahead in 
coronavirus fight

April 01, 2020

President Donald Trump and his top 
healthcare advisers urged Americans on 
Tuesday to follow strict social distancing 
measures, displaying charts demonstrating 
data and modeling that showed an 
enormous jump in deaths to 100,000 to 

200,000 people from the coronavirus in the coming two weeks in the United States.

U.S. PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP, SAYING:
"I want every American to be prepared for the hard days that lie ahead.”

1-1. Dire predictions on Tuesday from President Donald Trump, who                                         
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
1-2. that could see at least 100,000 deaths                                                                                  
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

U.S. PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP, SAYING:
"We're going to go through a very tough two weeks. 
And, then, hopefully, as the experts are predicting, as - I think - a lot of us are predicting 
after having studied it so hard, you're going to start seeing some real light at the end of the 
tunnel.  But this is going to be a very painful... very, very painful two weeks. When you 
look and see at night the kind of death that's been caused by this invisible enemy, it's 
incredible.”

2-1. The president's tone                                                                                                                 
2-2. as he and his task force advisers urged Americans to follow                                               
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

3-1. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers said on Tuesday                                                            
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
3-2. to ease pressure on medical centers                                                                                     
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3-3. after a record 700 deaths in a single day, pushing                                                                 
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
3-4. more than the number                                                                                                           

4. In New York, bodybags were seen                                                                                             
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

5-1. In Manhattan's Central Park,                                                                                                       
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
5-2. was set to begin                                                                                                                   

6. And the U.S. Navy hospital ship Comfort was docked and ready                                             
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

7-1. On the other side of the country, the Navy Hospital ship Mercy                                           
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
7-2. providing relief                                                                                                                          

8-1. And, while the U.S. military                                                                                                
8-2. one Navy aircraft carrier                                                                                                        

9-1. The captain of the USS Theodore Roosevelt, in a blunt letter                                               
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
9-2. called on Navy leadership for stronger measures                                                                     
9-3. warning that the nuclear-powered carrier                                                                                  
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

10-1. U.S. officials, speaking                                                                                                          
10-2. told Reuters that nearly 80 people aboard the ship                                                                              
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
10-3. a number likely to increase                                                                                                 

11-1. In the letter dated Monday, the captain called                                                                    
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
11-2. saying:                                                                                                                                   

12. Sailors do                                                                                                                                  

13. If we do not act now, we are failing                                                                                                      
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

[Vocabulary]
◻dire: very severe or serious; saying that something very bad is going to happen 
・News reports portray the situation as dire.

◻prediction: a statement about what you think will happen in the future

https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/news
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/report_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/portray
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/situation
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・a prediction of economic catastrophe

・The government maintained its prediction that inflation will hold to 8.5% this year.

◻predict: to say what you think will happen in the future
・They’re predicting heavy rain for tomorrow.

・Who can predict what's going to happen? 

◻solemn: involving serious behavior or serious attitudes
・funerals and other solemn occasions

・His face looked strangely solemn.

◻task force: a semipermanent unit created to carry out a continuing task
◻U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: a federal agency under the Department of Defense 
(DoD) that primarily oversees dams, canals and flood protection in the United States, as 
well as a wide range of public works throughout the world. The corps' mission is to "Deliver 
vital public and military engineering services; partnering in peace and war to strengthen our 
Nation's security, energize the economy and reduce risks from disasters.” 
◻temporary: existing, done, or used for only a limited period of time 
・These measures are only temporary.

・a temporary job

・temporary hospital

◻keep up with: to move or progress at the same rate as someone or something else 
・It is difficult for software developers to keep up with growing end-user demands.

・I can hardly keep up with advances in ad technology.

◻surge: a sudden increase in something such as price, value, or interest 
・Forecasters are predicting a pre-Christmas surge in spending.

◻bodybag: a bag used for carrying a corpse from a battlefield or the scene of an accident 
or crime; A zippered bag, usually of rubber or plastic, for transporting a human corpse.
◻The Brooklyn Hospital Center: a 464-licensed-bed, full-service community teaching 
hospital located in Downtown Brooklyn, New York City. The hospital was founded in 1845.
◻makeshift: made using whatever is available and therefore not very good
・a makeshift shelter/grave/hospital

◻relief: a person who replaces or relieves another at some task or duty
・the relief crew 

・relief work

◻stretched: having difficulty doing everything that you should because you lack the 
necessary time, money, people, or equipment
・Can you make it quick? I’m really stretched for time tonight.

・stretched hospital

https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/economic
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/catastrophe
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/government
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/maintain
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/inflation
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/hold_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/year
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/predict
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/heavy_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/rain_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/tomorrow_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/funeral
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/occasion_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/face_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/look_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/strangely
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_federal_agencies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Department_of_Defense
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flood_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_works
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/measure_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/job_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/forecaster
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/predict
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/spending
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teaching_hospital
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teaching_hospital
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Downtown_Brooklyn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/shelter_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/grave_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/hospital
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/relieve
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/crew_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/make_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/quick_1
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/really
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/american/tonight_1
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◻aid: to make it easier for someone to do something; If something aids a process, it makes 
it easier or more likely to happen.
・The export sector will aid the economic recovery. 

・Calcium may aid in the prevention of colon cancer.

◻aircraft carrier: a large warship that carries planes and has a long flat deck for take-offs 
and landings
・Makes it an attractive military vehicle -- a flying aircraft carrier.

◻USS: ＝US Ship United States Ship: used before the name of a ship belonging to the U.S. 

Navy  
◻USS Theodore Roosevelt: USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN-71), aircraft carrier in 
commission since 1986
◻blunt: saying what is true or what you think, even if this offends or upsets people 
・Let’s be blunt – younger people will not buy this car.

・Forgive me for being blunt.

◻bleak: without any reasons to feel happy or hopeful
・Things look very bleak for the team.

・Textile workers face a bleak future.

◻leadership: the senior people in an organization or the people who are in charge of a 
country  
・The vote defied the wishes of the Democratic and Republican leadership in both houses of 

Congress.
◻quarantine: a situation in which a person or animal that might have a disease is kept 
separate from other people or animals so that they do not catch the disease  
・Animals can be kept in quarantine for up to three months.

・She was sent home to Oxford and put in quarantine.

・quarantine facility

◻isolation: the state of being separated from other people, or a situation in which you do 
not have the support of other people
・isolation facility

◻anonymity: a situation in which the name of a person who does something such as write 
a book or give information is not known or is kept secret 
・The informant spoke on condition of anonymity. (=in return for his name not being 

mentioned).
◻on condition of anonymity: only if one's name will not be revealed
・She agreed to speak to the reporter only on condition of anonymity.

◻remove: to take something or someone away from a place 
・Rescue crews removed two people from the collapsed building.

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/likely
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/happen
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/attractive
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/military
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/vehicle
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/fly
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◻asset: something such as money or property that a person or company owns; a useful or 
valuable quality
・Family and friends are valuable assets. 

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the English 

language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free Dictionary, Wikipedia]


